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American life expectancy plunges in
wake of COVID vaccine…
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Since the introduction of the COVID vaccine, there’s been a significant change in our
way of life, or rather, the lifespan of Americans, as life expectancy has experienced an
alarming downturn. We’ve also been seeing injuries related to the vaccine, often
downplayed by the media and left-wing groups, and a concerning number of “sudden
deaths” among healthy, young Americans. And this isn’t some random speculation or
wild conspiracy theory. The alarming increase in young people suffering heart attacks
is a real and present issue.

Spectrum Local News:

If you spend time on social media, you may have seen the hashtag
#DiedSuddenly. It’s often tied to the idea that people are dying off in
large numbers because they received the COVID-19 vaccine. Various
experts say this is not true.

However, they are on to something that is true. There has been an
increase in younger people having heart attacks, a trend that started
before 2020 and then sped up during the pandemic.

A study last year by Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles shows
heart attack deaths were up for all age groups in 2020 and 2021. But the
largest increase was in the 25-44 age group, a 29% jump during those
years. It’s something doctors are now starting to better understand.

https://spectrumlocalnews.com/nys/central-ny/health/2023/07/24/doctors-seeing-increase-of-heart-attacks-in-young-people
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By now, it’s clear to many that our so-called “experts” are buffoons who are more
driven by political ideology than actual science and facts. Therefore, their oddly quick
dismissal of any connection between the vaccine and the sudden deaths of young,
healthy people seems absurd, almost like another partisan COVID scam, especially
when all the evidence keeps pointing in one direction.

The shocking drop in life expectancy is a stark reality, occurring in the aftermath of
the COVID vaccine rollout. Yet, our esteemed experts seem unable or unwilling to
see any connection. Doesn’t that strike you as odd?
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In addition, Dr. Robert M. Califf is very worried about what he’s seeing. Here’s some
of what he said about the “catastrophic” drop on X:

We are facing extraordinary headwinds in our public health with a major
decline in life expectancy. The major decline in the U.S. is not just a
trend. I’d describe it as catastrophic.

JAMA Internal Medicine published earlier this month that our overall life
expectancy has dropped to 76 years, and remarkably, that male life
expectancy in the U.S. has dropped to 73 years.
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Dr. Califf hesitates to connect the timing of these issues with the COVID vaccine and
suggests that government intervention could help increase life expectancy. We see it
differently. It’s likely that we’d all live a lot longer if the government got out of our
business.
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Slight correction on the last sentence, perhaps.
They were laughing at how stupid SOME of us were.
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Many. Over 80 percent got at least one shot.
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> El Gato Blanco

3 days ago

Even more astonishing is that people are getting more and more
95 masks on!

We got invited to a new neighbor's home (formerly from Californ
95 mask and they would have them at the door if need be. Two d
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Proud UltraMaga  
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> oldbithead

3 days ago

Can't �x stooopid!
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Non Libtard  
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> oldbithead

3 days ago

LOL....Idiots!
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Guy Daley  

Reply •

> oldbithead

3 days ago

That's a funny story. Of course you don't mention the tim
which would indicate that it is STILL occuring. Here in t
hasn't been for some time. Not even in the VA hospitals
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Russell1  > oldbithead
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Lol....🤣
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I received an email from an airline pilot friend of mine at the heig
sitting home for months while the airline industry was dying, and
people who decried the loss of “mah freedom” as inbreds and fo
pilots now realize that the injections were at least ineffective, or 
injection; it is a Verboten subject on airline pilot on-line forums a
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Non Libtard  

Reply •

> Cambridge101

3 days ago

It's verboten with all vaxtards. My entire extended famil
them will discuss the stupid mistake that they made. In
Hollywoods latest movie and their government jobs. I d
can't stand Hollywood so at this point, I consider mysel
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Funmuck  

Reply •

> Cambridge101

3 days ago

My son is a Part 91 pilot �ying for high net worth individ
three years. He is only now going back to work since al
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gingercake5  
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> Funmuck

3 days ago

Have him keep networking, because many ric
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"It never occurred to them that their own government might want 
decades.
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Yes. But when things are �nally set right, it will be both 
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Guy Daley  
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> orbis hatffeld
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Right! We're way, WAY past justice, law and or
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Xdrum  

Reply •

> El Gato Blanco

3 days ago

Yes they did because they believed their doctors, they believed th
the pharmaceutical companies and they all lied to you
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Russell1  

Reply •

> El Gato Blanco

3 days ago

Bingo!
Just culling the herd
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Tommy Threecoats  

Reply •

> Russell1

3 days ago  edited

Don't forget about the transfer of wealth too. The avera
have nothing.
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Rabidmoderateinnh  

Reply •

> El Gato Blanco

4 days ago

Okay, everybody line up to get your tinfoil hats. They will protect y
Lasers too!!!
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"Government humanitarian aid in the form of blankets f
healthcare for the young men of tuskegee." That tin foil
booster and GFYM.
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Tom Brannon  
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> Stinky Man

3 days ago

Don't catch sarcasm much?
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Born this way  

Reply •

> Tom Brannon

3 days ago  edited

Oops.
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Jjwatts  

Reply •

> Rabidmoderateinnh

3 days ago

Moderate ? Moderately stupid? Go get your latest boos
mall on south willow street) . If you need a ride- I'll give 
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Tom Brannon  

Reply •

> Jjwatts

3 days ago

Whatever happened to the fun in sarcasm? Sa
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Fred Stevens  > Tom Brannon
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Yeah...you're right. But to be fair, it wasn't very
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MMC 98  
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> Tom Brannon

3 days ago

It is hard to understand sarcasm in a printed f
expressions and gestures.
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The New Number Six  

Reply •

> MMC 98

a day ago

Helps if you print /sarc or something like that 

 0  0

Guy Daley  

Reply •

> Tom Brannon

3 days ago

Because every day, countless times, I read co
total brainwashing, indoctrination or abject st
distinguish the two.
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Michael  

Reply •

> Rabidmoderateinnh

3 days ago

I don't need a hat to protect me from a vaccine. I just w
has improved the quality of my life immensely. Howeve
caps (which are all blue). Thanks.
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The New Number Six  
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> Rabidmoderateinnh

a day ago

Voice of experience, right?
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The last thing I would do if I was as ignorant as you wo
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JanettaCeara  
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> Non Libtard

3 days ago

Where to discover work: The leading openings
companies, but the Independent Writers’ Cave
put to begin on the off chance that you’re sea
Here........ startpayingnetwork.blogspot...
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Tom Brannon  

Reply •

> Rabidmoderateinnh

3 days ago

I see what you did there! Nice.
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taxpayer22  

Reply •

4 days ago

Vaxx is a poison designed to murder people while keeping plausible denia
to non- existent showers..
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Richard Blakenship  
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> taxpayer22
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Based
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Free Nationalist  

Reply •

> SWDC

3 days ago

They just hijacked the �u in 2020. The rest is becoming history.
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Steve

Reply •

4 days ago

This is by design. The jab was intended to kill people, not save lives from a
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jonnyamerican  

Reply •

> Steve

4 days ago

Actually, there never was a virus. That was the �rst part of the "s
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Steve  > jonnyamerican

3 days ago

There are a lot of corona viruses there was not novel o
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That’s correct.
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